My Synopsis and the Caveat – How you treat people is all choice.
No. 1
Everything, absolute everything is a manipulation of energy.
There is no right nor wrong – only what is right for you. It is your path and no one else’s. Your
truth is your reality, my truth is my reality. I would never tell anyone they are wrong for
them/their path – though they can be wrong for or to me. All must exist. For someone to tell
you that you are wrong for you, equates to control and I object to all forms of control and so
should you if you so desire.
Humans are mere food for the spirit world. Hence why there must be confusion, chaos, free will
and choice. As humans use layers of consciousness for fuel (plants, animals ...) for expansion to
take place, there has to be conversation/thinking. If we all thought one particular way, there
would be no thinking.. all zombies. As an energy being, we are both positive and negative
amplitudes. Both sides of the wave must exist.
Humans are all puppets of higher conscious entities/waves of energy or what some would call
aliens. No one will know what is right or wrong, what is true or false. Every thought that has
existed still exists. Humans via the neocortex, just connect or tap into those energy streams. Our
neocortex is but an antenna. No God, no Jesus the Savior, no fallen angels, no demons - just
layers of spirit beings that use each other for expansion. When the spirit world is "fighting" (I do
like to use the word) - so is humanity. Hate must exist as does love - they are both sides of the
energy wave. You would never know love with hate or peace without war.
Energy holds matter in place.. Matter in intensity equals mass.
A white woman marries a black guy so that she can dominate him, and the black guy marries the
white woman for status. A white guy marries a black woman – why? Because he cannot
dominate a woman within his own race. That subconscious mindset is applicable to all
dominate/weaker races. All is energetic.
If you believe in a monotheistic god, without humans or subordinates, god has no value. God
needs man to feel of value because there is nothing else. Why did god create man? Perhaps for
humans to be slaves or for glory or both. Again, a transfer of energy.
No. 2
Humans are so emotionally empty, they desperately want to feel needed and of value. Without
something to believe in – be it god/gods, deities, money, relationships, kids, pets or yourself, you
are empty. Unless one buys into all the trappings of the “world” – there are no experiences and
conversations therefore, no expansion.
It is the gods or the higher conscious beings that need you (to generate energy) not the other
way around. Humans try so desperate to be of value that they get on their knees and transfer
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their energy away from themselves. Man thinks he is genius when he is only being allowed to
experience something new by those that control him – which mean humans are more stupid than
I thought.
Humans are like dogs. We crap like a dog, have sex like dog, and every dog needs a master unless
you are the master. As dogs need a pack leader, so does a human that Is, unless again, you are
the master – masters are few, slaves are many. Apparently many women (or men) want to feel
the need for domination. However, what a fine line it is between domination and physical abuse
- But only until it hurts and then someone cries foul. Weird and messed up I think.
Humans are depraved. That is not to say it is wrong as all must exist. Do you see a dog conniving
against another dog? Well, maybe to steal the bone but then again.. survival of the fittest! Does
the dog want all the bones? No, just the one to keep it satisfied at the moment.
Humans are the only species that protect the weak which goes against nature… Leave a green
lawn alone and the weeds will prevail. Why? Because they are the stronger species. Protecting
the weak goes against nature/all that is natural. I’ve we were all equal, there would be no reason
to excel. By nature, we all strive for betterment – how else do you grow and expand as a human?
No. 3
We all need to feel secure and hand out retribution. Then there is the woman/man that marries
for security but lusts for another. They would rather stay with a ho-hum mate and forsake the
lust - then bang the one they lust for at some other seemingly appropriate time. When that
monthly cycle comes around… what do they do? They bang the one they lust for and then go
back to their regular, secure mate… and mums the word. Women take retribution by taking the
man’s money and men get their retribution by having sex with another.
No. 4
We are the observer changing everything we observe. Did you ever notice that if you ignore a
rabbit or a bird and walk by, for the most part, they do not run/fly away. They only do so, once
you look/observe them. Why? You change the energy field by which they exist.
No. 5
Whatever we call physical on this planet, there must be a congruent energy/sprit
realm/frequency that relates to it. As there are human races, there are spirit races. Humans are
the puppets of the puppeteers.
A tree is just a lower form of electricity… and/or, the grass is but even a lower form. Trophic
pyramid… look it up. It takes billions of insects to feed million insectivores, a million insectivores
to feed the fewer carnivores/herbivores. All is the trophic pyramid. All is connected via
electrified plasma.
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No. 6
If we live in stagnation/status quo, we know what tomorrow will be. If we live the unknown, we
live with the excitement that freedom/uncertainty can bring. As Achilles perhaps once said….
the gods are jealous of humans because of the uncertainty the future may bring.
Confusion must exist to have conversation. Conversation must exist to generate brain waves that
the spirit world lives off of. In other words….. humans are but mere food for the layer of
consciousness above us.
No. 7
Often, our spirit body leaves well before our physical does... hence why the old people walk
around in a zombie state waiting to die and thus by "no brain" - they get all types of diseases.
The only thing most humans are valuable for at a certain age is being a consumer.
When you die, your cellular memory condenses into what you believe the most. If you believe
(your cellular memory) that there is a Jesus... you perhaps see that upon your death. I see bright
whites/indigo and spirits every time I close my eyes. Does that mean I am right? Heck no.. but
I am right for me. Spirit guides? A human is not a complete soul... It takes 12 humans to make
a soul - hence why you must dream as that is where you get your guidance/intuition from the
rest of your soul. Humans have to sleep... as does a computer needs to get updates. There is
no such as unconditional love, for if there was, there must be unconditional hate.
When one is on drugs, drinking or ill, your spirit body leaves the physical because it cannot be in
a physical body that is poisoned. Hence why people think they are hallucinating but from my
perspective you are just back in the spirit/energy world to which you belong.
No. 8
Why do others feel so self-sacrificing? Maybe they think they are doing what some entity said
they should do and help others….. well, I implore everyone to be selfish. You cannot help others
if you are not well first – as the saying goes, you can’t feed the hungry while you are hungry.
All those that try to help the homeless, those that they deem in poverty, are doing it for one
reason – that is to make themselves feel good. You know, moral or financial superiority over
others.
If you buy into that you are a spirit being first, that means your higher self choose your particular
physical body to host it. That means you choose a particular country/culture to live out your
experience and generate energy for that culture/race and use that countries particular resources.
So from an energetic perspective, every immigrant should stay in their own country. They
choose that country to host their spirit. Mixing of races promotes disease – you know, mongrel
humans. Maybe some are just better than others. It is all a transfer of energy.
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No. 9
This is for all those that think they should be respected by others:

If anyone gets insulted by what anyone says - that means you need to get your act
together. A person that is grounded in who they are, will not care what anyone says to
them or about them. If you get upset, it means your higher self is letting you know
through your emotions, that you are not on the right physical path for you. You do not
have to respect others, just respect yourself. (I dislike the word "respect")
No. 10
Choice – really? We have none. Oh yes, we can choose hmmmm, red over blue, a good coffee
over another.. but really? How do you choose this; money/currency or no money/currency? All
humans on this planet are slaves to money. If you believe in god, then your god had to give you
something to choose from… so your god had to create evil. How else could/would you choose?
No. 11
I heard this saying: People don’t want to challenge their beliefs and views – instead, they want
to validate their beliefs and views to make themselves feel good.
No. 12
We will only be in the situation that we bring ourselves into energetically.
Blah Blah Blah Blah
Mastery and slavery - A master has a strong conviction of thought, a slave has little to none.
There must be more slaves than masters. Masters feed off the energy of the slaves. Therefore,
you are what you think you are and right for you at any given moment (not that there are
moments). Party on and have fun - Your reality is right for you and my reality is right for me.
From my perspective, even the spirit world is messed up (that would be the semi-physical beings
that you call aliens). The higher up the ladder (the non-physical) the purer they are. As there are
human races, there are spirit races. It is the god/gods or higher conscious beings that need the
human, humans do not need the god/gods.
You chose out of desperation to believe in a god that loves you (perhaps the positive wave) and
the evil/satan (negative wave) to make yourself valuable. For you.. awesome.. keep sending your
energy to them (glorifying god). Again, they need you, you do not need them. I perceive that
satan (negative to some) is freedom. Your god and his non-existent son expound slavery - do this
or that or you die. What does satan do? Do whatever you want because there are no
consequences. If your god gave free will, then it was meant to be. No spirit ever dies as it cannot.
So live your life for you. All thoughts that have been thought still exist. There is no thought that
humanity has that is new, genuine or intriguing. For you as a dumb desperate human, as I (but
not the same as you) to think anything, the spirit world has already thought it. There is nothing
in existence on this planet that has not been invented elsewhere. Perhaps, if you get off your
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knees, you might feel of some value once again without the need to depend on someone else for
your happiness.
We interpret energy we perceive based on our DNA –(frequency available). The better the DNA,
the more we understand for our particular path/race.
Some definitions of a troll – as described by some hackers…. An interesting perspective
A troll is someone likes to mess with people just for the sake of messing with people
A troll exposes someone else’s personality flaws by eliciting a reaction from them that shows
the true nature of their character.
Trolling is in the Socratic tradition of questioning everything and driving people crazy until they
question their assumptions….
Exposing the true nature of the character
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